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Kathleen, Eric and Seth all get caught up in a web of lies so fragile that one fateful encounter could

tear it apart - and force Kathleen to make a choice between the family that needs her and the needs

of her own heart.
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A first hardcover of a novel that was available for a short time ten years ago--published then, as

Brown (French Silk, p. 267, etc.) tells us, under the pseudonym of Laura Jordan. Why a reissue?

``After rereading The Silken Web,'' the author herself ``found it so compelling that she decided to

update the novel stylistically''- -i.e., to revise it for ``today's market.'' The story follows the loves and

perils of nature-loving Kathleen, who, at the start, has given up her high-stress--plus sexually

harassing--job as a fashion buyer in Atlanta to work as a counselor at a summer camp for orphans.

The love interest/complication appears soon enough--here, in the form of ``blond hunk''

photographer Erik Gudjonsen. The result is totally predictable--as is the course of this novel in which

``none of the romance and sensuality that characterized [the] earlier work has been sacrificed.'' --

Copyright Ã‚Â©1992, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.

"[A WRITER WHO] DEMONSTRATES HER MASTERY OF THE ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

GENRE".-- Publishers Weekly

I have read almost all of Sandra Brown's Novels and forgotten what a terrific story teller she is, I



loved the characters in The Silken Web, the love story between the three characters, was sexy, yet

also heart wrenching!

Book arrived on time and was in excellent condition. Sandra Brown always has some suspense in

her books between the main character and always provides interesting reading. (Some smut but

you are able to read around it if you choose)

*Bestselling author Sandra Brown is not only considered the queen of romantic suspenses but let us

not forget she is known for writing outstanding love stories such is the case as this one, its a must

read...............After spending too many hours as a buyer and fashion designer, Kathleen Haley knew

she made the right decision by handing in her resignation. Instead standing in the throes of the one

job she did love the most, she never wanted to leave the glorious mountains or the glorious resort,

known as the "Mountain View Summer Encampment for Orphans. Being raised by the owners as a

child and currently being the camp director had its merits but nothing could compare to what she

seen next when she looked up into the gorgeous face of Mr. Erik Gudjonsen. Hired as a

photographer and videographer, Erik thought that Kathleen was beautiful as he continued with his

flirting by refusing to give up until she relented and with a certainty he knew that day was coming.

As Kathleen tried to fight Erik's advances, it didn't take long before she gave into him on a beautiful

night in the forest but she soon realized, she was also falling in love. Realizing that he had to take a

short flight out of town, Erik knew deep down how he felt about Kathleen and he wondered if she felt

the same way about him as he approached the runway. When Kathleen accompanied Erik to the

airport and watched him walk towards his plane, there was such a huge explosion causing her heart

to nearly stop only to see Erik being lifted into an ambulance and being rushed to the hospital. As

she sat patiently in the waiting room, a woman came rushing in stating she was Mrs. Gudjonsen and

the woman was permitted to go right in. Erik married? How could he have lied to her?

Brokenhearted, Kathleen decides to leave Arkansas to re-locate in San Francisco and start over but

after so many months working in a department store, Kathleen is shocked with some more good

news she never expected, now or ever. When Kathleen decides to marry a department store

kingpin, her worse fears come true when her new husband brings home a certain dinner guest no

other than Erik Gudjonsen himself! Will he ever figure out her secret? With constant sarcastic

comments, plagues of jealousy, sexual innuendos, wrong conclusions, misinterpreted information

and misguided love, it dosen't take long for Erik and Kathleen to realize that they have been thrown

into a silken web and it's going to take more than love to mend their ways when the truth finally



surfaces and all secrets are revealed. Will love find a way for Erik and Kathleen?............I loved this

book by Miss Brown.....thank you.....ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¡ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¡

I first read this book when it first came out many years ago. It was so good I had to read it again.

The twist and turns in the book is so good. You can't put it down. Sandra Brown never disappoints.

Not my kind of reading which contained nothing but love making, after love making, after love

making. I kept waiting for the story..about 60% way through the book, very little of a story other than

love making, so I just stopped hoping and quit reading.

I think I have read too many Sandra Brown novels for the plots including the denouement are

beginning to be more and more predictable.This particular book centered on a bit of graphic sexual

content; that really doesn't bother me at all, but the descriptions became redundant. I will read

another fast reading Sandra Brown book but I need to take a break from her writing for a while.

True love comes in many ways. Seth and Erik showed two different forms but no less powerful.

Kathleen was lucky to experience both.

Her books are pretty good and usually juicy.
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